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Introduction

They’re just like humans — no two are the same. Some

constantly wag their tails, happy just to be alive in their blissful

oblivion. Others are curmudgeonly and reserved; they prefer to

chew a bone in peaceful solitude, not caring to be bothered

with playtime. And then there are those who hear the jangle of

their leash and come scrambling across the house, excited to go

on a new adventure to parts (and smells) unknown.

Dogs.

They’re complex and simple, funny and serious, hyperactive

and sloth-like. But among them all, one common thread runs

strong and true: We love them. Whether because of or in spite

of these quirks, we love the specific things that make our dog

ours.

This book is actually a tribute to them. It’s an ode to those who

curl up at our feet, plop themselves onto our laps, lick our tears

away, crack us up with their four-legged antics, get us out of the

house for walks, teach us new tricks, and school us on what it

means to truly care for someone.

Dog Photography For Dummies is a celebration of these beautiful

creatures that take up residence in our hearts and share a

lifetime of moments with us. Though we can’t make them live

forever, with a few photography skills and lots of patience, we

can capture the belly rubs, dirty paws, and slobbery kisses

forever, before they fade away all too soon.

About This Book



Although they come with their own challenges, dogs make very

obvious and interesting photography subjects, and a lot of

books are devoted to this topic. But where other dog

photography books stop at giving you composition ideas or

pages of the author’s own photos as examples to replicate

without really telling you how to take them, we start at the

beginning and end with a final photo suitable for framing and

hanging in a place of honor in your home.

Just like our subject, Dog Photography For Dummies does a lot of

sniffing and digging. If you’re a beginner, you’ll find some basic

information about equipment and how to use it so you’re ready

when your dog does something cute. If you already have some

photography experience, you’ll still benefit from chapters that

describe different types of dog-specific shots in a fun, step-by-

step way to ensure that you capture the moment. And if you

already know that dog photography’s your thing and you want

to break into the business, we have a full how-to on that, too.

We start with a general photography refresher for anyone who

needs it, and then we point out how to take every doggie

photograph you want (and even some you don’t yet know you

want). We continue on with what to do after you take your

photos to get them to look all polished and pretty, and then we

tell you what to do if you want to join the ranks of the

professionals.

The great thing about Dog Photography For Dummies is that we,

your humble authors, are just like you — dog lovers and

photography enthusiasts. And we remember a time when we

weren’t professionals. With this book, we hope to offer you an

entertaining, easy-to-follow adventure through the ever-

expanding world of dog photography. We’re glad you’re here

and hope you enjoy choosing your own path through these

pages.



Conventions Used in This
Book

We use the following conventions throughout the text to make

things consistent and easy to understand:

 New terms appear in italic and are closely followed by an

easy-to-understand definition.

 We use bold text to highlight keywords in bulleted lists

and the action parts of numbered steps.

 All web addresses appear in monofont.

 Each photo in this book is followed by information in

small print that looks something like this: 50mm, 1/500

sec., f/2.8, 100. These are the camera settings used to

take the photo. The first number is the focal length, the

second is the shutter speed, the third is the aperture,

and the fourth is the ISO. (Don’t worry if you don’t know

what any of that means; we explain each of those

settings in Chapter 4.)

Oh, and one more photography thing regarding those digital

cameras that you can slip in your pocket or purse — we don’t

call them point-and-shoot cameras here; we call them compact

digital cameras (CDCs), which is in line with the current

industry standard.

As for how we talk about dogs in this book, we always refer to

them as “he,” “she,” or by a proper name (thanks to our clients

and fans for letting us “borrow” those names). Also, we don’t

use the term owner, but rather, we refer to a person as a dog’s

human or guardian.



What You’re Not to Read
No matter how much you love dogs, photography, and reading,

we realize that parts of this book matter less to some of you

than they do to others. Even though we poured our hearts and

souls into writing this just for you, we understand that you may

not want to read every word. Really. We get that you may have

better things to do than dive into every page. No, no — it’s okay.

We’re fine. Those aren’t tears running down our faces; that’s

just, er, water.

Seriously, though, we get that you have dogs to photograph, so

if you need to skip over some parts so you can pull your nose

out of this book, we support that. Here’s what you can gloss

over:

 Text in sidebars: Sidebars are shaded boxes that usually

give detailed examples or provide some information

about an advanced technique on the topic at hand.

 The stuff about us at the front of the book: This book

isn’t about us. It’s about you. And your dog.

Foolish Assumptions
Yeah, yeah, we know what they say about assuming.

Nonetheless, keeping this book under a thousand pages is good

for all of us, so we had to narrow our audience just a tad. Here’s

what we went with:

 You love dogs and have at least basic experience with

them.



 You aren’t afraid of handling cameras and photography

equipment.

 Your knowledge of dog photography is anywhere from

zilch to advanced.

 You may want to open your own dog photography

business.

 You’re up for getting down on the floor, getting dirty, and

occasionally getting slobbered on.

 You may not be a pro, but you want to take photographs

like one.

 You have a computer and are willing to use it for the

sake of your photos.

Though we debated about what kind of camera you, our

readers, are using, in the end, we decided to gear this book

toward digital SLR users. If you use a compact digital camera,

never fear. We haven’t left you out, fair friends. Most of the

guidelines in this book apply to you, and where they don’t (or

when we offer additional information specific to compact digital

camera users), we note that with a special “Quick Click” icon

(see the later section about icons for more details).

How This Book Is
Organized

To aid your mission of carving your own path through this

book, we divide it up into nice, manageable pieces for you to

navigate. We start with parts, which are broad areas of interest.

We break the parts down into chapters. Use the table of



contents as your map and the index as your compass, and enjoy

the journey.

Part I: Heel! The Basics of Dog
Photography
This is the place where we go over all the foundational

information you need. We cover how to use both digital SLRs

and compact digital cameras (and if you don’t have a camera

yet, we even outline what to look for in a new one) and what to

keep on hand when you photograph dogs. We even throw in a

couple of psychology lessons (both canine and human). Start

with this part if you want to catch up (or brush up) on your

fundamentals.

Part II: Fetch! Go Get That
Perfect Photo
This is where the rubber meets the road — er, the camera

meets the canine. We give you lots of example photos and tell

you exactly how you can achieve similar results. We go through

indoor and outdoor shots, posed shots, action shots, and even

detail and group shots. If you already know your way around

cameras and dogs and you’re ready to start photographing, this

is the part for you.

Part III: Sit! What to Do after
the Photo Shoot
In this part, we go over everything you need to do to take your

photos through their final stages. We usher you through



downloading the files off of your camera and onto your

computer, editing them, and even uploading them onto your

website and other media. We also devote a whole chapter to

making a business out of dog photography.

Part IV: The Part of Tens
This part covers a range of helpful topics distilled into

informative lists. Here, we dish it all — making photo shoots

fun, overcoming common challenges, giving back to the animal

rescue world, and drumming up business.

Icons Used in This Book
To make this book easier to read and simpler to use, we include

some icons that can help you find and fathom key ideas and

information.

 This icon is meant to draw your attention to a little

something extra we think you’ll find helpful.

 This icon points out something that you may

already know or that we’ve stated before, but it’s important

enough to reiterate by setting it apart from everything else.


